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Warranty
Thank you for purchasing Mooyee Relaxer! Shenzhen WYC Tech Co., Ltd. 

provides one-year free limited warranty for the original products, only subject 

to the hardware and software problems. Our company will NOT be responsible 

for other losses caused by product’s failure.

Warranty commitment

1.Warrant one year from the original date of purchase.

2.The warranty range means the product’s failure emerges under normal 

circumstances.

3.Free maintenance provided over the period of warranty time.

Warranty Exception

Commitments above are inoperative in following situations:

1.Warranty Expires.

2.The failure is caused by physical damages, such as breaking, extrusion, 

distortion, screen broken, etc.

3.The app cannot be operated normally due to unmatched Bluetooth version 

or system version requirements.

4.The failure is caused by wrong or improper behaviors beyond Instruction in 

using, storing, maintaining or operating the product.



5.The failure or damage is beyond the product specification. 

(For example, temperature too high or too low, extreme humidity, altitude too 

high, abnormal physical stress, electromagnetic interference, unstable power 

supply, electrostatic discharge, etc.)

6.The failure or damage is caused by unauthorized repair, modification, or 

teardown.

7.The failure or damage is caused by accidents or man-made reasons, including 

improper operation, liquid inlet, scratches, bumping, wrong insert and unplug, 

foreign matter entering, infestation by rats or insects, etc.

8.The failure or damage is caused by force majeure, which means objective 

events that are unpredictable, irresolvable, including nature disasters, such 

as flood, fire, thunder&lightning, earthquake, hurricane, etc., and social events 

such as war, etc.

9.Other failure or damage caused by quality problems of electronic products 

or components which are not sold by our company.

Supplementary Provisions

1.The validity, fulfilling, explanation, and dispute resolution of this regulation 

are all applicable to law of China. The executing is subject to the law. 

2.The right of interpreting, revising and cancelling of these terms shall be vested 

in Shenzhen WYC Tech Co. Ltd.
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